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Hi Nic. It´s a pleasure to meet you in person. Thank you for agreeing to do this interview. We
Nic: Thanks for having me and it´s always my pleasure to discuss stocks and the stock market.

Nic would you mind if we get right down to talking about the stock markets? I can´t wait to pi
NIC: Sure....
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The only interview with Nicolas Darvas in the World

Hi Nic. It´s a pleasure to meet you in person. Thank you for agreeing to do this interview. We
Nic: Thanks for having me and it´s always my pleasure to discuss stocks and the stock market.

Nic would you mind if we get right down to talking about the stock markets? I can´t wait to pi
NIC: Sure..that´s what I am here for.
OK. After your amazing success in the late 1950´s and after publishing ˆHow I Made $2 Million

NIC: It was an amazing period in my life. I went from $25,000 which was everything I had at th
Glad to hear it Nic. I got that impression. You seem a very sincere down to earth guy. Do you
NIC: Maybe it´s not for me to say. I never got too down about losses. It never bothered me if
So you admit to still making mistakes in the stock market?

NIC: Of course I do. It´s very hard not to try and cut corners even when it´s your own ultra m

What´s the biggest question you always get asked when traders find out you are Nicolas Darvas?
That´s easy. Can I have your autograph and can you borrow me some money.
Ha,ha. Really?

Nic: No. Just kidding you. Hm.. the two most asked question I get? Let´s think. They would pro
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